2000 ford explorer rear wiper not working

The wiper motor in your Ford may be starting to hesitate and squeal if you've owned your Ford
vehicle for a number of years. Or you may be having trouble getting your wipers to work at all.
Fortunately, the motor unit can be replaced. However, before replacing the motor, you should
troubleshoot the problem. There are several simple solutions that can solve most Ford wiper
motor problems. Open the fuse panel cover under the steering wheel. Turn the knob on the
cover counterclockwise and pull down on the cover. Pull the fuse for the wiper motor using the
supplied fuse puller in the fuse box. Use the diagram on the underside of the fuse panel if you
are having trouble locating the fuse for the wiper motor. Check the wiper motor fuse. The metal
strip inside the fuse should not be burned out or broken. If it is, replace the fuse with another
fuse of the same amperage. Open the hood and disconnect the electrical leads running to the
wiper motor. Touch one of the voltmeter leads to one of the terminals on the motor and touch
the other lead on the voltmeter to the other terminal on the motor. The Ohm reading should be
at or near "0. If the meter reads "1," then the motor has failed and needs to be replaced. I am a
Registered Financial Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am
trained in the financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity
contracts. I have written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Open the fuse panel cover under the
steering wheel. Step 2 Pull the fuse for the wiper motor using the supplied fuse puller in the
fuse box. Step 3 Check the wiper motor fuse. Step 4 Open the hood and disconnect the
electrical leads running to the wiper motor. Step 5 Set the dial on the voltmeter to "Ohms. View
all consumer vehicle reviews for the Used Ford Explorer on Edmunds, or submit your own
review of the Explorer. The rear wiper has stopped working, the drivers door handle A wide
variety of windshield wipers ford options are available to you, such as type, make, and year.
Windshield wipers not working. What may the problem? The windshield wipers have ice or
snow on them. Windshield wipers are able to remove small amounts of snow from your
windshield, but heavy As an electrical component, it can short out or quit unexpectedly and
require replacement. If that happens, your windshield wipers will not work at all Expert lifetime
technical support on all purchases. Call to place your order or order online at etrailer. Deep
Tinted Glass. The Ford Explorer has numerous problems in different categories that are a part
of your vehicle. The most common issues are transmission issues, transmission failure, and
exterior body problems. A failed heater blend door or actuator can cause the control of
temperature to stop working completely. Ford Explorer Windshield Wipers Are Not Working
When you switch on the windshield wipers and your find that the Ford Explorer windshield
wiper is not working, there could be an electrical problem or a motor-related issue. Sometimes,
due to a blown fuse, the motor will not work. What is the windshield wiper motor and how does
it work? When replacing the windshield wiper motor keep in mind: Never turn on the wipers if
the windshield wiper blades are frozen to the windshield or their path is blocked by Your dealer,
not FORD, is the seller of the parts on this website and all customer prices are set by each
individual dealer. All transactions are solely between your dealer and you, the customer. FORD
is not a party to the transaction between you and your dealer and does not have any input into
or control over the dealer's customer pricing. Easy installation. High outside lip that We are
reasonable people and we believe in true customer satisfaction. We will work with you for a fair
After stopping a few times I tracked it down to the wire harness going into the wiper motor.
Moving it toward the cab, full power, moved away, they die. Electrical tape was a quick fix for
now but the plug doesnt want to work when its pushed completely in, if let out slightly it works
fine FordExplorer Wiper Size Chart. Before you buy new wiper blades for your Ford Explorer,
check out the wiper size chart below. The first mid-sized pickup truck produced by Ford, the
Sport Trac was marketed from the to the model years skipping the model year. If your
windshield wipers don't come on when you turn the switch, then try out the solutions in this
video! First, check to see if there's a blown fuse. If that's okay, next check the power going to
the wiper motor. You have to take the wiper arms off to get to the motor. Watch Scotty Kilmer in
this video for all the remaining troubleshooting tips for broken windshield wipers. Find the best
used Ford Explorer near you. We have 35 Ford Explorer vehicles for sale that are reported
accident free, 7 1-Owner cars, and 31 personal use cars. Blade Type: Beam. Replace your
original equipment windshield wipers with innovative, top-grade wiper blades that ensure
maximum visibility, The 1 Ford Explorer enthusiast resource since I have a Explorer. It started
to cut out once and a while, steadily got worse and now doesn't work at all. Front windshield
washer not spraying fluid. Rear wipers and fluid work fine. The wipers in the front move, just no
fluid. The motivation for this page started on a cold, snowy winter morning, and was on my way
to work and the wipers did not work! If you're still in two minds about windshield wiper ford
explorer and are thinking about choosing a similar product, AliExpress is a great place to
compare prices and sellers. We'll help you to work out whether it's worth paying extra for a
high-end version or whether you're getting just as good a deal by What I bought to replace my

aging windshield wipers were Michelin wipers, the springy ones that are supposed to I've tried
bending the arms but that doesn't work. The center of the arms still don't press down hard
enough on the windshield. The windshield washer does not work on my XC I had some trouble
locating the part under the Ford number but did find it under a Passenger headlight wiper does
not work at all, also no fluid. Sometimes, windshield wipers will just stop working. Here's how to
diagnose the problem and what needs to be done to fix things up. You know how important
windshield wipers are for your car. You need to be able to rely on your windshield wipers to
keep working optimally. Prepare your Ford Explorer for an easier wiper change. Turn ON your
wipers then turn off your Ford Explorer when the wipers are at their mid-way point on your
windshield. Lift your wipers up from the Refilling your vehicle's windshield wiper fluid is super
simple. Follow these quick steps to have a clean windshield in your vehicle in no time. Nothing
is more annoying than pressing the lever to clean your windshield only to hear an empty wine
and the sound of your wipers scrape across your windshield. Ford Social: Rain-Sensing Wipers
need Indicator I did go back and re-read the owner's manual and sure enough, my
auto-headlights are working as documented. When in Autowipe mode, if, and only if, there is
enough moisture to trigger the wipers into continuous operation, the auto lights are supposed
to come on. Want to master Microsoft Excel and take your work-from-home job prospects to the
next level? Call for more information. This information is from the Ford Service Manual for a
Ford Explorer, however it can be used for all Ford Explorer, Mercury Mountaineer and Mercury
To create this article, 14 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This
article has been viewed , times. The windshield wipers are â€¦ windshield wipers. I honestly
don't think much attention needs to be spent on such mundane things, but I guess I could
imagine some people being concerned about One of the most popular questions must be how
the control stalks work on the Tesla Model 3. Trev answers. The windshield wiper emits a large
hiss when in operation, due to the friction between the rubber layer and the glass, which
requires strong vibration and does Also open the bonnet, find the location of the pump to
check, ask the person to turn on the water injection, if the pump does not work, should bring
The fuse for the windshield washer fluid pump is in the fuse box behind the passenger
headlight and is a 10A fuse. The cover of the box should help to find it. My wipers work in all
positions - but when i engage the wiper mist, the mist sprays but no wipers. I drive my wife to
work and with the wipers functioning fine. Sure enough the passenger side wiper starts flopping
around and then stops. Thankfully the driver side worked or we would have been hosed! I read
on another ford forum that the transmission for the wipers sometimes grinds out the gears thus
only working at high sppeds. If it is the motor or Transmission for the wipers, can I fix this
myself and how much would it cost me. Nobody beats our Prius prices and fast service. Yes we
can help finance this Prius today with no hassles and you get what you want, why wait? Comes
with everything included in the detailed photos. Features on the fifth generation Explorer
include intelligent access with push button start, remote engine start, Sony audio system with
HD radio and Apple iTunes tagging, in-dash advanced navigation system, SoundScreen
laminated acoustic and My s10 Blazers wipers wont work. I try to turn them on and nothing.
What could be some problems and what are some solutions? Windshield Wipers not workin
Jump to Latest Follow. However before replacing the motor you should troubleshoot the
problem. When the windshield wiper on a Ford Ranger comes on by itself this can signal a
damaged windshield wiper switch. Just to clarify, the wiper does not move when I turn it on.
Turn the switch on, then go around to the back and grab the wiper arm and wiggle it around,
usually the wiper motor is stuck, and moving it around some with with the switch on should
break it free. If it keeps hanging up regularly, you will need a new wiper motor. There is a TSB
available at your local ford dealership about this problem. Trending News. Tiger Woods injured
in one-car rollover accident. Sports world wishes Tiger Woods well after crash. Pat Sajak called
out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball duo boycott country over bikini ban. Do you know
your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Joseph C. Update: Just to clarify, the wiper does not
move when I turn it on. Answer Save. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to
vote the answer. Valeria Lv 4. Need more info. Does it not squirt fluid, needs a refill. Does it not
wipe, need new blades. Does it not move? Might need to take it to a shop to have it fixed.
George K Lv 6. It sounds to me you have a lose connection,are a bad ground. Wont turn on? Try
the fuse panel. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. If it trying to work the
motor is ok it could be that the motor drive shaft is loose ,remove the wiper arm and try to
tighten up the nut what you will find under the wiper arm. If there's a spring in the wiper are it
may have a bunch of stuff in it from the road causing the issue where it's not hitting the
window. Sometimes if you work the arm back and forth a little they will free up. On the other
issue where the arm goes up and falls, remove the wiper are from the stud an check to see if it's
stripped. You might need a new wiper arm if it is. It sounds like you need a new motor for the

rear windshield wiper. You can purchase these sometimes at junk yards or always at a Ford
dealer. The motor is located inside the back lift door and it can be user replaced. Trending
News. Tiger Woods injured in rollover car crash in Calif. Sports world wishes Tiger Woods well
after crash. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top volleyball duo boycott country
over bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Answer Save. I hope this
helps you. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. G A answered 6 years ago.
Bien answered 5 years ago. Diquan answered 2 years ago. Why isn't all my wipers not working I
replaced the relays and the fuses are good, so why isn't the windshield and the rear wipers are
not working? Why is the rear gate and glass making the door ajar alarm go off? Rolando
answered 2 years ago. It appears that everything else is working ok, just not the wipers. I looked
to see if there was a fuse for them, but didn't see one in the diagram. Any help would be
appreciated. My turn signals and wipers and my radio atopped working what could be my
problems? When I turn on the wipers I can hear the motor running but the wipers do not move.
Hey guy's I'm having problems with my windshield wipers, this is what is going on, the wipers
would only work when the truck is in park or neutral. When I turn it on it will work fine in park
then I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Windshield wipers quit working. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Rowefast answered 4 years ago. I have a eddie
bauer that the rear wiper does not always work. Sometimes it will work and other times it will go
up about 3 inchs and then back down. If you pay with the switch it will sometime The wiper
blade on the rear window is stuck on the opposite side of its original position. The fluid still
comes out but the wiper does not move. Brake lights don't work, not even the one over the rear
window. Front blinkers work but flash very rapidly. Right one started doing that a month ago
now both are doing it. Lower bulbs look fine, didn' I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Rear
wiper wont work. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. I have an Eddie Bauer
edition V8 with miles. When I try to turn on the rear windshield wipers nothing happens. I can
hear the motor running, but the wiper is not moving. I can then go to the wiper and jiggle it and
it will start working. Please help! Do you. You say you can giggle it and it will start working, that
leads me to think that the wiper arm itself is not connected firmly to the wiper motor shaft. I
would check that and see what is up. There is usually some sort of clip in there that holds the
arm to the shaft. Was this answer. Six cylinder four wheel drive automatic my right windshield
wiper does not work, the left one does work so it is not the motor. Do you know what the
problem is? It sounds like the linkage has come disconnected. When you remove it, you will
have access to the linkage. Check that and let me know what you find. Joe Was this answer. Six
cylinder two wheel drive automatic , miles All of a sudden the windshield wipers and power
windows started operating intermittently meaning that sometimes they do not work at all. I have
trouble shot down to codes in the GCM. I want to reseat the plugs to try and see if it gets a
better connection or ground and clears up. Where is it located? It is located on the rear of the
fuse panel under the dash. It is a small black box. Six cylinder two wheel drive automatic
alternator went bad and now after putting another alternator on it. The interior lights dont work
and windshield wipers wont work and the power windows are not working and all fuses are
good under hood and on the side of the dash but those are not getting power to them. I also
found seven or eight relays under the dash but do not know which one is for what? V8 all wheel
drive automatic , miles my pulse and low speed wipers do not work, but my high speed wipers
work. I have already replaced the motor and switch arm and all the relay's. Why will they not
run? Hello, the windshield wipers do not work. There is a loud clicking noise coming from the
windshield wiper governor when I turn the controls to intermittent mode. Hooked up a new
motor but wipers still do not work. Do I just need to replace the governor? Thanks alot! Six
cylinder four wheel drive automatic , miles My battery quit working and I had to get it replaced
as well as got a radio installed Monday, September 13, , and I think that maybe the persons that
did this for me has disconnected my windshield wipers and now they do not come on. Can you

tell me how to remedy the problem? Six cylinder two wheel drive automatic , miles Wipers,
speedometer and radio stopped working. Radio was on but cut off. Did not notice speedometer
and wipers were not working until later. My windshield wipers will not work in the rear or front
and I checked all the fuses. Six cylinder two wheel drive automatic , miles My wipers sometimes
work and do not. The intermittent does not work at all. Where is the wipe module located? Six
cylinder four wheel drive automatic , miles hello, I have a little problem my rear window wiper
does not work. I thought it was the motor, but it was not I took it to a body shop he told me it
was not. Now I am puzzled what it could be you can hear a hum when you push the button and
the water runs out where it should go it just does not move. Help me please! Please login or
register to post a reply. Replaced The Fuse And The Then Fail. Asked by ella. Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! If the rear wiper on your Ford Explorer is damaged or failing, it
can be difficult for you to keep your rear window clear, reducing your visibility. It is important to
check the windshield wipers on your Explorer regularly and replace the rear wiper blade
whenever it becomes damaged, or at minimum once a year. You can buy a replacement rear
wiper blade from an auto parts store or Ford dealer. Turn on the ignition and run the rear wiper
on your Ford Explorer until the wiper blade reaches the center of the window. This will make it
easier for you to reach the retaining clip. Turn the ignition off to stop the wiper at the middle
point of the window. Press a flat-bladed screwdriver against the retaining clip on the wiper
blade assembly to flatten the clip and release the blade. Lift the wiper blade assembly out away
from the wiper arm while pressing the retaining clip. Lift the blade assembly straight off the
mounting stud. Press the new blade straight down onto the mounting stud. The retaining clip on
the Explorer wiper arm will click when the arm is mounted securely in place. Test the operation
of your new wiper, and lower the wiper arm back to the resting position. Tuesday, February 23,
Free Online Repair Manuals. Auto Repair. Owners of Ford Expeditions and Lincoln Navigators
may experience a dead battery along with a balky rear wiper. The problem is covered by TSB
and can be diagnosed with the following procedure:. Next, open the beauty cover over the wiper
arm attaching nut. Then, connect a dial torque wre
autozone coolant price
dodge neon wire harness
ford fiesta brochure
nch to the nut and rotate the wiper arm across the entire length of travel, keeping the blade
touching the glass the entire time. Keep the window open during this test. The torque
measurement must not exceed 49 INCH pounds. Corrosion on the wiper pivot shaft assembly
causes excess torque and prevents the wiper arm from returning to the park position. The wiper
system continues to attempt a park maneuver periodically and those continued attempts drain
the battery. Pop the rear window open to make sure the wiper mechanism is disengaged from
the motor drive plate. They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most
cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to
refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit
diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into
your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this article useful? Share it!

